Observations About Investing in a Low-Volume Stock

A few months ago, I bought a low-volume stock, Oregon-based Willamette Valley Vineyards (WVVI).
I had seen the company’s name on a screen of liquor stocks I occasionally run and was prompted to
take a closer look when the company sent us a prospectus for a preferred stock offering. (I think my
wife put us on their mailing list at a tasting.) After doing my own analysis, I passed on the preferred
stock but bought shares of the common stock.

When I talk about the common shares having low volume, I’m not exaggerating. Daily trading has
averaged just under $36,000 per day over the past three months. This is the cumulative dollar
amount for all of the shares traded on an average day. Some days, it’s less; on others, it’s more.
I’ll share some observations I’ve had while owning Willamette Valley Vineyards, along with some
suggestions about how to go about investing in a low-volume (aka less-liquid) stock in general. But
before I do, I want to explain why it even makes sense to consider a stock with low levels of trading
volume.
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More on AAII.com
The Liquidity Style: Finding Bargains by Seeking Less Popular Stocks – Yale professor
Roger Ibbotson says stocks with lower relative trading volume offer the potential for higher
returns.
How Liquidity Impacts the Attractiveness of an Asset – Charles Rotblut discusses the
upsides of low liquidity and why some investors choose to avoid less frequently traded assets
in this 2013 AAII Journal article.
Have You Ever Bought a Low-Volume Stock? – See how members responded on the
AAII.com Discussion Boards.
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AAII Sentiment Survey
One in three AAII members said they are optimistic about the short-term direction of stock prices,
making this just the third time since last November that bullish sentiment has been this high. More
about this week’s results.

What’s Trending on AAII
1. The Changes to Social Security Claiming Strategies
2. Calculating Intrinsic Value With the Dividend Growth Model
3. Model Shadow Stock Portfolio: Many Opportunities Among Micro Caps

The Week Ahead
First-quarter earnings season will remain busy, with 124 members of the S&P 500 scheduled to
report. Included in this group are Dow Jones industrial average components Pfizer (PFE) on
Tuesday and Merck & Co. (MRK) on Thursday.
The week’s first economic reports will be the April PMI manufacturing Index, the April ISM
manufacturing survey and March construction spending. All three will be released on Monday.

Wednesday will feature the April ADP Employment Report, March international trade and the first
estimate of first-quarter productivity. April jobs data, including the change in nonfarm payrolls and
the unemployment rate, will be released on Friday.
Six Federal Reserve officials will make public appearances: Atlanta president Dennis Lockhart and
San Francisco president John Williams on Monday; Lockhart and Cleveland president Loretta Mester
on Tuesday; Minneapolis president Neel Kashkari on Wednesday; and Lockhart, St. Louis president
James Bullard, Dallas president Robert Kaplan and San Francisco’s Williams on Friday.
Read more »
The AAII.com website is a treasure trove of investment knowledge and tools that are all
geared toward making you a smarter and more profitable investor. The site offers a full
archive of AAII Journal articles, our library of stock screens, investor classrooms,
discussion boards, investment guides and topical areas covering investing basics, stocks,
mutual funds, bonds, research and much more. Please note, this small description
doesn’t do justice to our website. It houses almost every imaginable investment tool,
resource and service you might need. Once you dig into the AAII website, you’ll have a
difficult time signing off! As a brief example of the power of AAII.com, let me take a
moment to share with you a little bit about the free members-only stock screens we
provide online. Tom D. from Pittsburgh, Pa., says, “The AAII.com stock screens are
awesome!” We tend to agree. The Stock Screens area allows you to quickly tap into the
investment philosophies of popular professional investors as well as to see the resulting
stock picks. As a user, you’ll be able to pick a name (or investment strategy) from our
online menu and see the resulting companies that meet the criteria of each specific stock
screen. Join now to access the wealth of stock ideas AAII offers each month and all of
the other benefits of AAII membership.

